
 

Causal research design:
experimentation

11C H A P T E R

Causality can never be proved; in other words,

it can never be demonstrated decisively.

Inferences of cause-and-effect relationships

are the best that can be achieved.

After reading this chapter, you should be able to:

1 explain the concept of causality as defined in marketing

research and distinguish between the ordinary meaning and the

scientific meaning of causality;

2 define and differentiate two types of validity: internal validity

and external validity;

3 discuss the various extraneous variables that can affect the

validity of results obtained through experimentation and explain

how the researcher can control extraneous variables;

4 describe and evaluate experimental designs and the differences

among pre-experimental, true experimental, quasi-experimental

and statistical designs;

5 compare and contrast the use of laboratory versus field

experimentation and experimental versus non-experimental

designs in marketing research;

6 describe test marketing and its various forms: standard test

market, controlled test market and simulated test market;

7 understand the problems of internal and external validity of field

experiments when conducted in international markets;

8 describe the ethical issues involved in conducting causal

research and the role of debriefing in addressing some of these

issues.

Objectives

Stage 1

Problem definition

Stage 2

Research approach

developed

Stage 3

Research design

developed

Stage 5

Data preparation

and analysis

Stage 6

Report preparation

and presentation

Stage 4

Fieldwork or data

collection



 

Overview

We introduced causal designs in Chapter 3, where we discussed their relationship to
exploratory and descriptive designs and defined experimentation as the primary
method employed in causal designs. This chapter explores the concept of causality fur-
ther. We identify the necessary conditions for causality, examine the role of validity in
experimentation, and consider the extraneous variables and procedures for controlling
them. We present a classification of experimental designs and consider specific designs,
along with the relative merits of laboratory and field experiments. An application in
the area of test marketing is discussed in detail. The considerations involved in con-
ducting experimental research when researching international markets are discussed.
Several ethical issues, which arise in experimentation, are identified. We begin with an
example that encapsulates the application and process of experimentation.

POP buys1

The Eckerd Drug Company conducted an experiment to examine the effectiveness of in-store

radio advertisements to induce point-of-purchase (POP) buys. Twenty statistically compatible

stores were selected based on store size, geographical location, traffic flow count and age. Half

of these were randomly selected as test stores, and the other half served as control stores.

The test stores aired the radio advertisements, whereas the control stores’ POP radio systems

were removed. Tracking data in the form of unit sales and turnover were obtained for the fol-

lowing three periods: seven days before the experiment, during the course of the four-week

experiment, and seven days after the experiment. The products monitored varied from inexpen-

sive items to small kitchen appliances. Results indicated that sales of the advertised products

in the test stores at least doubled. Based on this evidence, Eckerd concluded that in-store

radio advertising was highly effective in inducing POP buys, and they decided to continue it. ■

Concept of causality

Experimentation is commonly used to infer causal relationships. The concept of
causality requires some explanation. The scientific concept of causality is complex.
‘Causality’ means something very different to the average person on the street than to
a scientist.2 A statement such as ‘X causes Y’ will have the following meaning to an
ordinary person and to a scientist.

The scientific meaning of causality is more appropriate to marketing research than
is the everyday meaning.3 Marketing effects are caused by multiple variables and the
relationship between cause and effect tends to be probabilistic. Moreover, we can
never prove causality (i.e. demonstrate it conclusively); we can only infer a cause-and-
effect relationship. In other words, it is possible that the true causal relation, if one
exists, will not have been identified. We further clarify the concept of causality by dis-
cussing the conditions for causality.

Concept of causality
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Causality

Causality applies when the

occurrence of X increases the

probability of the occurrence

of Y.

Ordinary meaning Scientific meaning

X is the only cause of Y. X is only one of a number of possible causes of Y.

X must always lead to Y. The occurrence of X makes the occurrence of Y more 

probable (X is a probabilistic cause of Y).

It is possible to prove that X is a cause of Y. We can never prove that X is a cause of Y. At best, we

can infer that X is a cause of Y.
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Conditions for causality

Before making causal inferences, or assuming causality, three conditions must be sat-
isfied: (1) concomitant variation, (2) time order of occurrence of variables, and (3)
elimination of other possible causal factors. These conditions are necessary but not
sufficient to demonstrate causality. No one of these three conditions, nor all three
conditions combined, can demonstrate decisively that a causal relationship exists.4

These conditions are explained in more detail in the following sections.

Concomitant variation

Concomitant variation is the extent to which a cause, X, and an effect, Y, occur
together or vary together in the way predicted by the hypothesis under consideration.
Evidence pertaining to concomitant variation can be obtained in a qualitative or
quantitative manner.

For example, in the qualitative case, the management of a bank may believe that
the retention of customers is highly dependent on the quality of service in bank
branches. This hypothesis could be examined by assessing concomitant variation.
Here, the causal factor X is branch service and the effect factor Y is retention level. A
concomitant variation supporting the hypothesis would imply that banks with satis-
factory levels of service would also have a satisfactory retention of customers.
Likewise, banks with unsatisfactory service would exhibit unsatisfactory retention of
customers. If, on the other hand, the opposite pattern was found, we would conclude
that the hypothesis was untenable.

For a quantitative example, consider a random survey of 1,000 respondents ques-
tioned on the purchase of shares from a bank branch. This survey yields the data in
Table 11.1. The respondents have been classified into high- and low-education groups
based on a median or even split. This table suggests that the purchase of shares is
influenced by education level. Respondents with high education are likely to purchase
more shares. Seventy-three per cent of the respondents with high education have a
high purchase level, whereas only 64% of those with low education have a high pur-
chase level. Furthermore, this is based on a relatively large sample of 1,000 people.

Based on this evidence, can we conclude that high education causes high purchase
of shares? Certainly not! All that can be said is that association makes the hypothesis
more tenable; it does not prove it. What about the effect of other possible causal factors
such as income? Shares can be expensive, so people with higher incomes may buy more
of them. Table 11.2 shows the relationship between purchase of shares and education
for different income segments. This is equivalent to holding the effect of income con-
stant. Here again, the sample has been split at the median to produce high- and
low-income groups of equal size. Table 11.2 shows that the difference in purchase of
shares between high- and low-education respondents has been reduced considerably.
This suggests that the association indicated by Table 11.1 may be spurious.
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Concomitant variation

A condition for inferring

causality that requires that

the extent to which a cause,

X, and an effect, Y, occur

together or vary together is

predicted by the hypothesis

under consideration.

Purchase of shares from a bank, Y

High Low Total

Education, X
High 363 (73%) 137 (27%) 500 (100%)

Low 322 (64%) 178 (36%) 500 (100%)

Table 11.1 Evidence of concomitant variation between purchase of shares and education



 
We could give similar examples to show why the absence of initial evidence of con-

comitant variation does not imply that there is no causation. It is possible that
considering a third variable will crystallise an association that was originally obscure.
The time order of the occurrence of variables provides additional insights into causality.

Time order of occurrence of variables

The time order of occurrence condition states that the causing event must occur either
before or simultaneously with the effect; it cannot occur afterwards. By definition, an
effect cannot be produced by an event that occurs after the effect has taken place. It is
possible, however, for each event in a relationship to be both a cause and an effect of
the other event. In other words, a variable can be both a cause and an effect in the same
causal relationship. To illustrate, customers who shop frequently in a particular super-
market are more likely to have a loyalty card for that supermarket. In addition,
customers who have a loyalty card for a supermarket are likely to shop there frequently.

Consider banks and the retention of customers. If in-bank service is the cause of
retention, then improvements in service must be made before, or at least simultane-
ously with, an increase in retention. These improvements might consist of training or
hiring more counter staff. Then, in subsequent months, the retention of bank cus-
tomers should increase. Alternatively, retention may increase simultaneously with the
training or hiring of additional counter staff. On the other hand, suppose that a bank
experienced an appreciable increase in the level of retaining customers and then
decided to use some of that money generated to retrain its counter staff, leading to an
improvement in service. In this case, bank service cannot be a cause of increased
retention; rather, just the opposite hypothesis might be plausible.

Elimination of other possible causal factors

The absence of other possible causal factors means that the factor or variable being
investigated should be the only possible causal explanation. Bank service may be a
cause of retention if we can be sure that changes in all other factors affecting reten-
tion: pricing, advertising, promotional offers, product characteristics, competition
and so forth, were held constant or were otherwise controlled.

In an after-the-fact examination of a situation, we can never confidently rule out
all other causal factors. In contrast, with experimental designs it is possible to control
some of the other causal factors. It is also possible to balance the effects of some of the
uncontrolled variables so that only random variations resulting from these uncon-
trolled variables will be measured. These aspects are discussed in more detail later in
this chapter.

The difficulty of establishing a causal relationship is illustrated by the following
example.

Conditions for causality
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Low-income purchase

High Low Total

Education
High 122 (61%) 78 (39%) 200 (100%)

Low 171 (57%) 129 (43%) 300 (100%)

Table 11.2 Purchase of shares by income and education

High-income purchase

High Low Total

Education
High 241 (80%) 59 (20%) 300 (100%)

Low 151 (76%) 49 (24%) 200 (100%)



 

Which comes first?5

There are studies that contend that consumers increasingly make buying decisions in the

store while they are shopping. Some studies indicate that as much as 80% of buying deci-

sions are made at point-of-purchase (POP). POP buying decisions have increased

concurrently with increased advertising efforts in the stores. These include radio advertise-

ments, ads on shopping trolleys and grocery bags, ceiling signs and shelf displays. It is

difficult to ascertain from these data whether the increased POP decision-making is the result

of increased advertising efforts in the store or whether the increase in store advertising results

from attempts to capture changing consumer attitudes towards purchasing and to capture

sales from the increase in POP decision-making. It is also possible that both variables may be

both causes and effects in this relationship. ■

If, as this example indicates, it is difficult to establish cause-and-effect relation-
ships, what is the role of evidence obtained in experimentation? Evidence of
concomitant variation, time order of occurrence of variables, and elimination of
other possible causal factors, even if combined, still does not demonstrate conclu-
sively that a causal relationship exists. If all the evidence is strong and consistent,
however, it may be reasonable to conclude that there is a causal relationship.
Accumulated evidence from several investigations increases our confidence that a
causal relationship exists. Confidence is further enhanced if the evidence is inter-
preted in light of intimate conceptual knowledge of the problem situation. Controlled
experiments can provide strong evidence on all three conditions.

Definitions and concepts

In this section, we define some basic concepts and illustrate them using examples.

■ Independent variables. lndependent variables are variables or alternatives that are

manipulated (i.e. the levels of these variables are changed by the researcher) and

whose effects are measured and compared. These variables, also known as treat-

ments, may include price levels, package designs and advertising themes. In the

Eckerd Drug Company example at the beginning of this chapter, the independent

variable was ‘in-store radio advertising’ (present versus absent).

■ Test units. Test units are individuals, organisations or other entities whose

response to the independent variables or treatments is being examined. Test units

may include consumers, stores or geographical areas. The test units were stores in

the Eckerd example.

■ Dependent variables. Dependent variables are the variables that measure the effect

of the independent variables on the test units. These variables may include sales,

profits and market shares. In the Eckerd example, the dependent variable was the

sales level of advertised point-of-purchase products.

■ Extraneous variables. Extraneous variables are all variables other than the inde-

pendent variables that affect the response of the test units. These variables can

confound the dependent variable measures in a way that weakens or invalidates the

results of the experiment. In the Eckerd example, store size, geographical location,

traffic flow count and age of the stores were extraneous variables that had to be

controlled.

■ Experiment. An experiment is formed when the researcher manipulates one or

more independent variables and measures their effect on one or more dependent

variables, while controlling for the effect of extraneous variables.6 The Eckerd

research project qualifies as an experiment based on this definition.
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Independent variables

Variables that are

manipulated by the

researcher and whose effects

are measured and compared.
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Test units

Individuals, organisations or

other entities whose

responses to independent

variables or treatments are

being studied.

Dependent variables

Variables that measure the

effect of the independent

variables on the test units.

Extraneous variables

Variables, other than

dependent and independent

variables, which may

influence the results of the

experiment.

Experiment

The process of manipulating

one or more independent

variables and measuring their

effect on one or more

dependent variables, while

controlling for the extraneous

variables.



 

■ Experimental design. An experimental design is a set of procedures specifying: (1)

the test units and how these units are to be divided into homogeneous sub-sam-

ples, (2) what independent variables or treatments are to be manipulated, (3) what

dependent variables are to be measured, and (4) how the extraneous variables are

to be controlled.7

As a further illustration of these definitions, consider the following example.

Taking coupons at face value8

An experiment was conducted to test the effects of the face value of sales promotion

coupons (i.e. the amount saved when a consumer next buys the product) on the likelihood of

consumers redeeming those coupons, controlling for the frequency of brand usage. Personal

interviews were conducted with 280 shoppers who were entering or leaving a supermarket.

Subjects were randomly assigned to two treatment groups. One offered low-value coupons

and the other high-value coupons for four products: Tide detergent, Kellogg’s Cornflakes, Aim

toothpaste, and Joy liquid detergent. During the interviews, the respondents answered ques-

tions about which brands they used and how likely they were to cash the coupons of the

given face value the next time they shopped. An interesting finding was that higher face-value

coupons produced a greater likelihood of redemption among infrequent or non-buyers of the

promoted brand but had little effect on regular buyers. ■

In the preceding experiment, the independent variable that was manipulated was

the value of the coupon. The dependent variable was the likelihood of cashing the

coupon. The extraneous variable that was controlled was brand usage. The test units

were individual shoppers. The experimental design required the random assignment

of test units (shoppers) to treatment groups (low or high value coupon).

Definition of symbols

To facilitate our discussion of extraneous variables and specific experimental designs,

we define a set of symbols now commonly used in marketing research.9

X = the exposure of a group to an independent variable, treatment or event, the

effects of which are to be determined

O = the process of observation or measurement of the dependent variable on the test

units or group of units

R = the random assignment of test units or groups to separate treatments

In addition, the following conventions are adopted:

■ Movement from left to right indicates movement through time.

■ Horizontal alignment of symbols implies that all those symbols refer to a specific

treatment group.

■ Vertical alignment of symbols implies that those symbols refer to activities or

events that occur simultaneously.

For example, the symbolic arrangement

X O1 O2

means that a given group of test units was exposed to the treatment variable (X) and

the response was measured at two different points in time O1 and O2.

Definition of symbols
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Experimental design

The set of experimental

procedures specifying (1) the

test units and sampling

procedures, (2) the

independent variables, (3) the

dependent variables, and (4)

how to control the extraneous

variables.
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Likewise, the symbolic arrangement

R X1 O1

R X2 O2

means that two groups of test units were randomly assigned to two different treat-
ment groups at the same time, and the dependent variable was measured in the two
groups simultaneously.

Validity in experimentation

When conducting an experiment, a researcher has two goals: (1) to draw valid conclu-

sions about the effects of independent variables on the study group, and (2) to make

valid generalisations to a larger population of interest. The first goal concerns internal

validity, the second external validity.10

Internal validity

Internal validity refers to whether the manipulation of the independent variables or

treatments actually caused the observed effects on the dependent variables. Thus,

internal validity refers to whether the observed effects on the test units could have

been caused by variables other than the treatment. If the observed effects are influ-

enced or confounded by extraneous variables, it is difficult to draw valid inferences

about the causal relationship between the independent and dependent variables.

Internal validity is the basic minimum that must be present in an experiment before

any conclusion about treatment effects can be made. Without internal validity, the

experimental results are confounded. Control of extraneous variables is a necessary

condition for establishing internal validity.

External validity

External validity refers to whether the cause-and-effect relationships found in the

experiment can be generalised. In other words, can the results be generalised beyond

the experimental situation, and if so, to what populations, settings, times, independ-

ent variables and dependent variables can the results be projected?11 Threats to

external validity arise when the specific set of experimental conditions does not realis-

tically take into account the interactions of other relevant variables in the real world.

It is desirable to have an experimental design that has both internal and external

validity, but in applied marketing research we often have to trade one type of validity

for another.12 To control for extraneous variables, a researcher may conduct an exper-

iment in an artificial environment. This enhances internal validity, but it may limit

the generalisability of the results, thereby reducing external validity. For example, fast-

food chains test customers’ preferences for new formulations of menu items in test

kitchens. Can the effects measured in this environment be generalised to fast-food

outlets that may operate in multifarious environments? (Further discussion on the

influence of artificiality on external validity may be found in the section of this chap-

ter on laboratory versus field experimentation.) Regardless of the deterrents to

external validity, if an experiment lacks internal validity, it may not be meaningful to

generalise the results. Factors that threaten internal validity may also threaten external

validity, the most serious of these being extraneous variables.
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Internal validity

A measure of accuracy of an

experiment. It measures

whether the manipulation of

the independent variables, or

treatments, actually caused

the effects on the dependent

variable(s).

External validity

A determination of whether

the cause-and-effect

relationships found in the

experiment can be

generalised.



 

Extraneous variables

The need to control extraneous variables to establish internal and external validity has
already been discussed. In this section, we classify extraneous variables in the follow-
ing categories: history, maturation, testing effects, instrumentation, statistical
regression, selection bias and mortality.

History

Contrary to what the name implies, history (H) does not refer to the occurrence of
events before the experiment. Rather, history refers to specific events that are external
to the experiment but that occur at the same time as the experiment. These events
may affect the dependent variable. Consider the following experiment:

O1 X1 O2

where O1 and O2 are measures of personal loan applications in a specific region and
X1 represents a new promotional campaign. The difference (O2 – O1) is the treatment
effect. Suppose that the experiment revealed that there was no difference between O2

and O1. Can we then conclude that the promotional campaign was ineffective?
Certainly not! The promotional campaign X1 is not the only possible explanation of
the difference between O2 and O1. The campaign might well have been effective. What
if general economic conditions declined during the experiment and the local area was
particularly hard hit by redundancies through several employers closing down their
operations (history)? Conversely, even if there was some difference between O2 and
O1, it may be incorrect to conclude that the campaign was effective if history was not
controlled, because the experimental effects might have been confounded by history.
The longer the time interval between observations, the greater the possibility that his-
tory will confound an experiment of this type.13

Maturation

Maturation (MA) is similar to history except that it refers to changes in the test units
themselves. These changes are not caused by the impact of independent variables or
treatments but occur with the passage of time. In an experiment involving people,
maturation takes place as people become older, more experienced, tired, bored or
uninterested. Tracking and market studies that span several months are vulnerable to
maturation, since it is difficult to know how respondents are changing over time.

Maturation effects also extend to test units other than people. For example, con-
sider the case in which the test units are banks. Banks change over time in terms of
personnel, physical layout, decoration, and the range of products and services they
have to offer.

Testing effects

Testing effects are caused by the process of experimentation. Typically, these are the
effects on the experiment of taking a measure on the dependent variable before and
after the presentation of the treatment. There are two kinds of testing effects: (1)
main testing effect (MT), and (2) interactive testing effect (IT).

The main testing effect (MT) occurs when a prior observation affects a later
observation. Consider an experiment to measure the effect of advertising on attitudes
towards a brand of beer. The respondents are given a pre-treatment questionnaire
measuring background information and attitude towards the brand. They are then
exposed to the test commercial embedded in a television programme. After viewing
the commercial, the respondents again answer a questionnaire measuring, among
other things, attitude towards the beer brand.

Extraneous variables
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Maturation

An extraneous variable

attributable to changes in the

test units themselves that

occur with the passage of

time.

Testing effects

Effects caused by the process

of experimentation.

Main testing effect

An effect of testing occurring

when a prior observation

affects a later observation.

History

Specific events that are

external to the experiment but

that occur at the same time

as the experiment.



 

Suppose that there is no difference between the pre- and post-treatment attitudes.
Can we conclude that the commercial was ineffective? An alternative explanation
might be that the respondents tried to maintain consistency between their pre- and
post-treatment attitudes. As a result of the main testing effect, post-treatment atti-
tudes were influenced more by pre-treatment attitudes than by the treatment itself.
The main testing effect may also be reactive, causing the respondents to change their
attitudes simply because these attitudes have been measured. The main testing effect
compromises the internal validity of the experiment.

In the interactive testing effect (IT), a prior measurement affects the test unit’s
response to the independent variable. Continuing with our beer advertising experi-
ment, when people are asked to indicate their attitudes towards a brand, they become
aware of that brand: they are sensitised to that brand and become more likely to pay
attention to the test commercial than are people who were not included in the experi-
ment. The measured effects are then not generalisable to the population; therefore,
the interactive testing effects influence the experiment’s external validity.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation (I) refers to changes in the measuring instrument, in the observers
or in the scores themselves. Sometimes measuring instruments are modified during
the course of an experiment. In the beer advertising experiment, using a newly
designed questionnaire to measure the post-treatment attitudes could lead to varia-
tions in the responses obtained. Consider an experiment in which sales at a shoe shop
are measured before and after exposure to a promotional offer of a discounted music
festival ticket (treatment). A non-experimental price change between O1 and O2

results in a change in instrumentation, because sales will be measured using different
unit prices. In this case, the treatment effect (O2 – O1) could be attributed to a change
in instrumentation.

As shown above, instrumentation effects are likely when interviewers make pre-
and post-treatment measurements. The effectiveness of interviewers can be different
at different times.

Statistical regression

Statistical regression (SR) effects occur when test units with extreme scores move
closer to the average score during the course of the experiment. In the beer advertis-
ing experiment, suppose that in a pre-test measurement some respondents had
either very favourable or very unfavourable attitudes towards the brand. On post-
treatment measurement, their attitudes might have moved towards the average.
Consumer attitudes change continuously for a wide variety of reasons. Consumers
with extreme attitudes have more room for change, so variation may be more likely.
This has a confounding effect on the experimental results, because the observed
effect (change in attitude) may be attributable to statistical regression rather than to
the treatment (test commercial).

Selection bias

Selection bias (SB) refers to the improper assignment of test units to treatment con-
ditions. This bias occurs when selection or assignment of test units results in
treatment groups that differ on the dependent variable before the exposure to the
treatment condition. If test units self-select their own groups or are assigned to
groups on the basis of the researchers’ judgement, selection bias is possible. For exam-
ple, consider an experiment in which two different displays (old static display and new
audio-visual display) are assigned to different bank branches. The banks in the two
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Instrumentation

An extraneous variable

involving changes in the

measuring instrument, in the

observers, or in the scores
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Statistical regression

An extraneous variable that
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the course of the experiment.
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An extraneous variable

attributable to the improper

assignment of test units to

treatment conditions.

Interactive testing effect

An effect in which a prior
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groups may not be equivalent initially. They may vary with respect to an essential
characteristic, such as branch size, which is likely to affect the sales of personal loans,
regardless of which display was assigned to a bank.

Mortality

Mortality (MO) refers to the loss of test units while the experiment is in progress.
This happens for many reasons, such as test units refusing to continue in the experi-
ment. Mortality confounds results because it is difficult to determine whether the lost
test units would respond in the same manner to the treatments as those that remain.
Consider again the merchandising display experiment. Suppose that during the
course of the experiment branch managers in three banks in the new audio-visual dis-

play drop out because they feel the noise is not conducive to negotiations with certain
types of client. The researcher could not determine whether the average sales of the
personal loans for the new display would have been higher or lower if these three
banks had continued in the experiment.

The various categories of extraneous variables are not mutually exclusive; they can
occur jointly and also interact with each other. To illustrate, testing–maturation–
mortality refers to a situation in which, because of pre-treatment measurement, the
respondents’ beliefs and attitudes change over time and there is a differential loss of
respondents from the various treatment groups.

Controlling extraneous variables

Extraneous variables represent alternative explanations of experimental results. They
pose a serious threat to the internal and external validity of an experiment. Unless
they are controlled, they affect the dependent variable and thus confound the results.
For this reason, they are also called confounding variables. There are four ways of
controlling extraneous variables: randomisation, matching, statistical control and
design control.

Randomisation

Randomisation refers to the random assignment of test units to experimental groups
by using random numbers. Treatment conditions are also randomly assigned to
experimental groups. For example, respondents are randomly assigned to one of three
experimental groups. One of the three versions of a test commercial, selected at
random, is administered to each group. As a result of random assignment, extraneous
factors can be represented equally in each treatment condition. Randomisation is the
preferred procedure for ensuring the prior equality of experimental groups,14 but it
may not be effective when the sample size is small because it merely produces groups
that are equal on average. It is possible, though, to check whether randomisation has
been effective by measuring the possible extraneous variables and comparing them
across the experimental groups.

Matching

Matching involves comparing test units on a set of key background variables before
assigning them to the treatment conditions. In the display experiment, banks could be
matched on the basis of turnover, size, proportion of retail to corporate clients, or
location. Then one bank from each matched pair would be assigned to each experi-
mental group.

Controlling extraneous variables
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Matching has two drawbacks. First, test units can be matched on only a few charac-
teristics, so the test units may be similar on the variables selected but unequal on
others. Second, if the matched characteristics are irrelevant to the dependent variable,
then the matching effort has been futile.15

Statistical control

Statistical control involves measuring the extraneous variables and adjusting for their
effects through statistical analysis. This was illustrated in Table 11.2, which examined
the relationship (association) between purchase of shares and education, controlling
for the effect of income. More advanced statistical procedures, such as analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA), are also available. In ANCOVA, the effects of the extraneous
variable on the dependent variable are removed by an adjustment of the dependent
variable’s mean value within each treatment condition. ANCOVA is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 19.

Design control

Design control involves the use of experiments designed to control specific extrane-
ous variables. The types of controls possible by suitably designing the experiment are
illustrated with the following example.

Experimenting with new products16

Controlled-distribution electronic test markets are used increasingly to conduct experimental

research on new products. This method makes it possible to create a design that controls for

several extraneous factors. The control can allow for the manipulation of variables that can

affect the success of new products. In manipulating variables, it is possible to ensure that a

new product:

■ obtains the right level of supermarket acceptance and all commodity volume distribution, 

■ is positioned in the correct aisle in each supermarket, 

■ receives the right number of facings on the shelf, 

■ has the correct everyday price, 

■ never has out-of-stock problems, and 

■ obtains the planned level of trade promotion, display and price features on the desired

time schedule. 

By being able to control these variables, a high degree of internal validity can be obtained. ■

A classification of experimental designs

Experimental designs may be classified as pre-experimental, true experimental,
quasi-experimental, and statistical designs: see Figure 11.1.

Pre-experimental designs do not employ randomisation procedures to control for
extraneous factors. Examples of these designs include the one-shot case study, the one-
group pre-test–post-test design, and the static group. In true experimental designs, the
researcher can randomly assign test units to experimental groups and treatments to
experimental groups. Included in this category are the pre-test–post-test control group
design, the post-test-only control group design, and the Solomon four-group design.
Quasi-experimental designs result when the researcher is unable to achieve full manip-
ulation of scheduling or allocation of treatments to test units but can still apply part of
the apparatus of the experimentation. Two such designs are time series and multiple
time series designs. A statistical design is a series of basic experiments that allows for
statistical control and analysis of external variables. Statistical designs are classified
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based on their characteristics and use. The important statistical designs include ran-
domised block design, Latin square design and factorial designs.17

We begin our discussion with the first type of experimental design: pre-experimental.

Pre-experimental designs

These designs are characterised by an absence of randomisation. Three specific
designs are described: the one-shot case study, the one-group pre-test–post-test
design, and the static group design.

One-shot case study

Also known as the after-only design, the one-shot case study may be symbolically
represented as

X O1

A single group of test units is exposed to a treatment X, and then a single measure-
ment on the dependent variable is taken (O1). There is no random assignment of test
units. Note that the symbol R is not used, because the test units are self-selected or
selected arbitrarily by the researcher.

The danger of drawing valid conclusions from experiments of this type can be
easily seen. They do not provide a basis of comparing the level of O1 with what would
happen when X was absent. In addition, the level of O1 might be affected by many
extraneous variables, including history, maturation, selection and mortality. Lack of
control for these extraneous variables undermines the internal validity. For these rea-
sons, the one-shot case study is more appropriate for exploratory than for conclusive
research.

One-group pre-test–post-test design

The one-group pre-test–post-test design may be symbolised as

O1 X O2

In this design, a group of test units is measured twice. There is no control group. First
a pre-treatment measure is taken (O1), then the group is exposed to the treatment
(X). Finally, a post-treatment measure is taken (O2). The treatment effect is computed
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as (O2 – O1) but the validity of this conclusion is questionable since extraneous vari-
ables are largely uncontrolled. History, maturation, testing (both main and interactive
testing effects), instrumentation, selection, mortality and regression could possibly be
present. The following example shows how this design is used.

Cinematic performance

It is possible to use the one-group pre-test–post-test design to measure the effectiveness of

test commercials. Respondents are recruited to central cinema locations in different test

cities. At the central location, respondents are first administered a personal interview to

measure, among other things, attitudes towards the brand being portrayed in the commercial

(O
1
). Then they watch a TV programme containing the test commercial (X). After viewing the

TV programme, the respondents are again administered a personal interview to measure atti-

tudes towards the same brand (O
2
). The effectiveness of the test commercial is measured as

(O
2

– O
1
). ■

Static group design

The static group is a two-group experimental design. One group, called the experimen-
tal group (EG), is exposed to the treatment, and the other, called the control group
(CG), is not. Measurements on both groups are made only after the treatment, and test
units are not assigned at random. This design may be symbolically described as

EG: X O1

CG: O2

The treatment effect would be measured as (O1 – O2). Notice that this difference could
also be attributed to at least two extraneous variables (selection and mortality). Because
test units are not randomly assigned, the two groups (EG and CG) may differ before the
treatment, and selection bias may be present. There may also be mortality effects, as
more test units may withdraw from the experimental group than from the control
group. This would be particularly likely to happen if the treatment were unpleasant.

In practice, a control group is sometimes defined as the group that receives the cur-
rent level of marketing activity, rather than a group that receives no treatment at all.
The control group is defined in this way because it is difficult to reduce current mar-
keting activities such as advertising and personal selling to zero. We illustrate the
static group in the context of the GlobalCash Project.

Static group

A static group comparison to measure the effectiveness of a product placement (a particular

character overtly using a branded product or service as part of the story) for a bank, within

the context of a feature film, would be conducted as follows. Two groups of respondents

would be recruited on the basis of convenience. Only the experimental group would be

exposed to the feature film containing the product placement. Then, attitudes towards the

bank of both the experimental and control group respondents would be measured. The effec-

tiveness of the product placement would be measured as (O
1

– O
2
). ■

True experimental designs

The distinguishing feature of true experimental designs, compared with pre-experi-
mental designs, is randomisation. In true experimental designs, the researcher
randomly assigns test units to experimental groups and treatments to experimental
groups. True experimental designs include the pre-test–post-test control group
design, the post-test-only control group design, and the Solomon four-group design.
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Pre-test–post-test control group design

In the pre-test–post-test control group design, test units are randomly assigned to

either the experimental or the control group and a pre-treatment measure is taken on

each group. Then the treatment is applied to the experimental group, and a post-

treatment measure is taken from both groups. This design is symbolised as:

EG: R O1 X O2

CG: R O3 O4

The treatment effect (TE) is measured as

(O2 – O1) – (O4 – O3)

This design controls for most extraneous variables. Selection bias is eliminated by

randomisation. The other extraneous effects are controlled as follows:

O2 – O1 = TE + H + MA + MT + IT + I + SR + MO

O4 – O3 = H + MA + MT + I + SR + MO

= EV (extraneous variables)

where the symbols for the extraneous variables are as defined previously. The experi-

mental result is obtained by

(O2 – O1) – (O4 – O3) = TE + IT

Interactive testing effect is not controlled, because of the effect of the pre-test meas-

urement on the reaction of units in the experimental group to the treatment.

Pre-test–post-test control group

In the context of measuring the effectiveness of a product placement in a feature film for a

bank, a pre-test–post-test control group design would be implemented as follows. A sample

of respondents would be selected at random. Half of these would be randomly assigned to

the experimental group, and the other half would form the control group. Respondents in both

groups would be administered a questionnaire to obtain a pre-test measurement on attitudes

towards the bank. Only the respondents in the experimental group would be exposed to the

feature film containing the product placement. Then, a questionnaire would be administered

to respondents in both groups to obtain post-test measures on attitudes towards the bank. ■

As this example shows, the pre-test–post-test control group design involves two

groups and two measurements on each group. A simpler design is the post-test-only

control group design.

Post-test-only control group design

The post-test-only control group design does not involve any pre-measurement. It

may be symbolised as

EG: R X O1

CG: R O2

The treatment effect is obtained by

O1 – O2 = TE

This design is fairly simple to implement. Because there is no pre-measurement, the

testing effects are eliminated, but this design is sensitive to selection bias and mortal-

ity. It is assumed that the two groups are similar in terms of pre-treatment measures

on the dependent variable because of the random assignment of test units to groups.
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Because there is no pre-treatment measurement, this assumption cannot be checked.

This design is also sensitive to mortality. It is difficult to determine whether those in

the experimental group who discontinue the experiment are similar to their counter-

parts in the control group. Yet another limitation is that this design does not allow the

researcher to examine changes in individual test units.

It is possible to control for selection bias and mortality through carefully designed

experimental procedures. Examination of individual cases is often not of interest. On

the other hand, this design possesses significant advantages in terms of time, cost and

sample size requirements. It involves only two groups and only one measurement per

group. Because of its simplicity, the post-test-only control group design is probably the

most popular design in marketing research. Note that, except for pre-measurement, the

implementation of this design is very similar to that of the pre-test–post-test control

group design.

Solomon four-group design

In this case, the researcher is not concerned with examining the changes in the atti-

tudes of individual respondents. When this information is desired, the Solomon

four-group design should be considered. The Solomon four-group design overcomes

the limitations of the pre-test–post-test control group and post-test-only control

group designs in that it explicitly controls for interactive testing effect, in addition to

controlling for all the other extraneous variables. However, this design has practical

limitations: it is expensive and time-consuming to implement. Hence, it is not consid-

ered further.18

In all true experimental designs, the researcher exercises a high degree of control. In

particular, the researcher can control when the measurements are taken, on whom

they are taken, and the scheduling of the treatments. Moreover, the researcher can

randomly select the test units and randomly expose test units to the treatments. In

some instances, the researcher cannot exercise this kind of control; then quasi-experi-

mental designs should be considered.

Quasi-experimental designs

A quasi-experimental design results under the following conditions. First, the

researcher can control when measurements are taken and on whom they are taken.

Second, the researcher lacks control over the scheduling of the treatments and also is

unable to expose test units to the treatments randomly.19 Quasi-experimental designs

are useful because they can be used in cases when true experimentation cannot be

used, and because they are quicker and less expensive. Because full experimental con-

trol is lacking, the researcher must consider the specific variables that are not

controlled. Popular forms of quasi-experimental designs are time series and multiple

time series designs.

Time series design

The time series design involves a series of periodic measurements on the dependent

variable for a group of test units. The treatment is then administered by the researcher

or occurs naturally. After the treatment, periodic measurements are continued to

determine the treatment effect. A time-series experiment may be symbolised as:

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10
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This is a quasi-experiment, because there is no randomisation of test units to treat-
ments, and the timing of treatment presentation, as well as which test units are
exposed to the treatment, may not be within the researcher’s control (hence there
being no specific X symbolised above).

Taking a series of measurements before and after the treatment provides at least
partial control for several extraneous variables. Maturation is at least partially con-
trolled, because it would not affect O5 and O6 alone but would also influence other
observations. By similar reasoning, main testing effect and statistical regression are
controlled as well. If the test units are selected randomly or by matching, selection
bias can be reduced. Mortality may pose a problem, but it can be largely controlled by
paying a premium or offering other incentives to respondents.

The major weakness of the time series design is the failure to control history.
Another limitation is that the experiment may be affected by the interactive testing
effect because multiple measurements are being made on the test units. Nevertheless,
time series designs are useful, as illustrated by this case. The effectiveness of a test
commercial (X) may be examined by broadcasting the commercial a predetermined
number of times and examining the data from a pre-existing test panel. Although the
marketer can control the scheduling of the test commercial, it is uncertain when or
whether the panel members are exposed to it. The panel members’ purchases before,
during and after the campaign are examined to determine whether the test commer-
cial has a short-term effect, a long-term effect or no effect.

Multiple time series design

The multiple time series design is similar to the time series design except that
another group of test units is added to serve as a control group. Symbolically, this
design may be described as

EG: O1 O2   O 3  O4    O5 X O6 O7 O8   O9 O10

CG: O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 O16 O17 O18 O19 O20

If the control group is carefully selected, this design can be an improvement over the
simple time series experiment. The improvement lies in the ability to test the treat-
ment effect twice: against the pre-treatment measurements in the experimental group
and against the control group. To use the multiple time series design to assess the
effectiveness of a commercial, the test panel example would be modified as follows.
The test commercial would be shown in only a few of the test cities. Panel members in
these cities would make up the experimental group. Panel members in cities where
the commercial was not shown would constitute the control group.

Another application of multiple time series design is illustrated in the following

example.

Splitting commercials shows their strength20

A multiple time series design was used to examine the build-up effect of increased advertis-

ing. The data were obtained from Burke Marketing Services from a split-cable TV advertising

field experiment. In the split-cable system, one group of households was assigned to the

experimental panel and an equivalent group was assigned to the control panel. The two

groups were matched on demographic variables. Data were collected for 76 weeks. Both

panels received the same level of advertising for the first 52 weeks for the brand in question.

For the next 24 weeks, the experimental panel was exposed to twice as much advertising as

the control panel. The results indicated that the build-up effect of advertising was immediate

with a duration of the order of the purchase cycle. Information of this type can be useful in

selecting advertising timing patterns (allocating a set of advertising exposures over a specified

period to obtain maximum impact). ■
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In concluding our discussion of pre-experimental, true experimental and quasi-
experimental designs, we summarise in Table 11.3 the potential sources of invalidity
that may affect each of these designs. In this table, a minus sign indicates a definite
weakness, a plus sign indicates that the factor is controlled, a question mark denotes
a possible source of concern, and a blank means that the factor is not relevant.
It should be remembered that potential sources of invalidity are not the same as
actual errors.

Statistical designs

Statistical designs consist of a series of basic experiments that allow for statistical con-
trol and analysis of external variables. In other words, several basic experiments are
conducted simultaneously. Thus, statistical designs are influenced by the same
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Source of invalidity

Internal External

variables variables

Design History Maturation Testing Instrumentation Regression Selection Mortality Interaction  

of testing

and X

Pre-experimental

designs

One-shot case study – – – –

X O

One-group pre-test– – – – – ? –

post-test design

O X O

Static group comparison + ? + + + – –

X O

O

True experimental

designs

Pre-test–post-test + + + + + + + –

control group

R O X O

R O   O

Post-test only control + + + + + + + +

group design

R X O

R   O

Quasi-experimental

designs

Time series – + + ? + + + –

O O O X O O O

Multiple time series + + + + + + –

O O O X O O O

O O O   O O O

Table 11.3 Potential sources of invalidity of experimental designs

Note: A minus sign indicates a definite weakness, a plus sign indicates that the factor is controlled, a question mark denotes a possible source of con-

cern, and a blank means that the factor is not relevant.



 

sources of invalidity that affect the basic designs being used. Statistical designs offer
the following advantages:

1 The effects of more than one independent variable can be measured.

2 Specific extraneous variables can be statistically controlled.

3 Economical designs can be formulated when each test unit is measured more than

once.

The most common statistical designs are the randomised block design, the Latin
square design and the factorial design.

Randomised block design

A randomised block design is useful when there is only one major external variable –

such as sales, store size, or income of the respondent – that might influence the

dependent variable. The test units are blocked or grouped on the basis of the external

variable. The researcher must be able to identify and measure the blocking variable.

By blocking, the researcher ensures that the various experimental and control groups

are matched closely on the external variable.

Randomised block design

Let us extend the example examining the effectiveness of a product placement in a feature

film for a bank. The purpose of this experiment would be to measure the impact of environ-

mental concern in a film character related to the bank. Suppose that a pan-European bank

like ABN-AMRO were to sponsor a film that included shots using their buildings, logos and

examples of the way they run their business. They would naturally be concerned that the

image portrayed in the film enhanced the corporate image that they wish to project.

To test this, three test film clips, A, B and C, show respectively a character in the film with

no environmental concern, some environmental concern, and high environmental concern.

Which of these would be the most effective? Management feels that the respondents’ evalua-

tion of the product placement will be influenced by the extent of their usage of a bank. So

bank usage is identified as the blocking variable and the randomly selected respondents are
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classified into four blocks (heavy, medium, light, or non-users of the bank). Respondents from

each block are randomly assigned to the treatment groups (test film clips A, B, and C). The

results reveal that the some environmental concern commercial (B) was most effective overall

(see Table 11.4). ■

As this example illustrates, in most marketing research situations, external variables

such as sales, bank size, bank type, bank location and characteristics of the respondent

can influence the dependent variable. Therefore, randomised block designs are gener-

ally more useful than completely random designs. Their main limitation is that the

researcher can control for only one external variable. When more than one variable

must be controlled, the researcher must use Latin square or factorial designs.

Latin square design

A Latin square design allows the researcher to control statistically two non-interacting
external variables as well as to manipulate the independent variable. Each external or
blocking variable is divided into an equal number of blocks or levels. The independent
variable is also divided into the same number of levels. A Latin square is conceptu-
alised as a table (see Table 11.5), with the rows and columns representing the blocks in
the two external variables. The levels of the independent variable are then assigned to
the cells in the table. The assignment rule is that each level of the independent variable
should appear only once in each row and each column, as shown in Table 11.5.

Latin square design

To illustrate the Latin square design, suppose that in the previous example, in addition to con-

trolling for bank usage, the researcher also wanted to control for interest in increasing the

electronic automation of cash transactions (defined as high, medium or low). To implement a

Latin square design, bank usage would also have to be blocked at three rather than four

levels, (e.g. by combining the low and non-users into a single block). Assignments of the

three test film clips could then be made as shown in Table 11.5. Note that each film clip – A,

B or C – appears once, and only once, in each row and each column. ■
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Latin square design

A statistical design that allows

for the statistical control of

two non-interacting external

variables in addition to the

manipulation of the

independent variable.

Treatment groups

Block number Bank usage Film A Film B Film C

1 High

2 Medium

3 Light

4 None

Table 11.4 An example of a randomised block design

Interest in increasing electronic automation

Bank usage High Medium Low

High B A C

Medium C B A

Light and None A C B

Table 11.5 An example of a Latin square design

Note: A, B and C denote the three test commercials, which have respectively no environmental concern, some concern

and high concern.
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Although Latin square designs are popular in marketing research, they are not with-
out limitations. They require an equal number of rows, columns and treatment levels,
which is sometimes problematic. Note that, in the above example, the low users and
non-patrons had to be combined to satisfy this requirement. In addition, only two
external variables can be controlled simultaneously. Latin squares do not allow the
researcher to examine interactions of the external variables with each other or with the
independent variable. To examine interactions, factorial designs should be used.

Factorial design

A factorial design is used to measure the effects of two or more independent vari-
ables at various levels. Unlike the randomised block design and the Latin square,
factorial designs allow for interactions between variables.21 An interaction is said to
take place when the simultaneous effect of two or more variables is different from the
sum of their separate effects. For example, an individual’s favourite drink might be
coffee and her favourite temperature level might be cold, but this individual might
not prefer cold coffee, leading to an interaction.

A factorial design may also be conceptualised as a table. In a two-factor design,
each level of one variable represents a row and each level of another variable repre-
sents a column. Multidimensional tables can be used for three or more factors.
Factorial designs involve a cell for every possible combination of treatment variables.
Suppose that in the previous example, in addition to examining the effect of environ-
mental concern, the researcher was also interested in simultaneously examining the
effect of the amount of information about the bank that came over in the film clip.
Further, the amount of bank information was also varied at three levels (high,
medium and low). As shown in Table 11.6, this would require 3 × 3 = 9 cells. The
respondents would be randomly selected and randomly assigned to the nine cells.
Respondents in each cell would receive a specific treatment combination. For exam-
ple, respondents in the upper left corner cell would view a film clip that had no
environmental concern and low bank information. The results revealed a significant
interaction between the two factors or variables. Respondents with a low amount of
bank information preferred the high environmental concern film clip (C). Those with
a high amount of bank information, however, preferred the no environmental con-
cern film clip (A). Notice that, although Table 11.6 may appear somewhat similar to
Table 11.4, the random assignment of respondents and data analysis are very different
for the randomised block design and the factorial design.22

Another example of a factorial design follows.

Price and information are for the dogs23

Burke Marketing Research conducted an experiment prior to the launch of a new dog food.

They wished to determine the effect of price and competitive brand information on purchase

intentions. A two-factor design was used. Price was manipulated to have four levels: one
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discount, two parity (or mid-range prices), and one premium. Competitive brand information

was varied at two levels: whether or not information on competitive brands was provided.

Approximately 240 respondents were randomly assigned to one of eight (4 × 2) treatment

conditions. Respondents were asked to indicate their purchase intentions for the new product

on a five-point scale. The results indicated that neither price nor competitive brand informa-

tion had a significant effect on purchase intentions. ■

The main disadvantage of a factorial design is that the number of treatment com-
binations increases multiplicatively with an increase in the number of variables or
levels. In the Burke Marketing Research example, if the price had been manipulated at
six levels and competitive brand information at three levels (no information, partial
information and full information), the number of cells would have jumped from 8 to
18. All the treatment combinations are required if all the main effects and interactions
are to be measured. If the researcher is interested in only a few of the interactions or
main effects, fractional factorial designs may be used. As their name implies, these
designs consist of only a fraction or portion of the corresponding full factorial design.

Laboratory versus field experiments

Experiments may be conducted in a laboratory or field environment. A laboratory
environment is an artificial one that the researcher constructs with the desired condi-
tions specific to the experiment. The term field environment is synonymous with
actual market conditions. Our experiment to measure the effectiveness of a film clip
could be conducted in a laboratory environment by showing the film in a test
cinema. The same experiment could also be conducted in a field environment by run-
ning the full test film (rather than clips) in conventional cinemas. The differences
between the two environments are summarised in Table 11.7.
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Laboratory experiments have the following advantages over field experiments:

■ The laboratory environment offers a high degree of control because it isolates the
experiment in a carefully monitored environment. Therefore, the effects of history
can be minimised.

■ A laboratory experiment also tends to produce the same results if repeated with
similar subjects, leading to high internal validity.

■ Laboratory experiments tend to use a small number of test units, last for a shorter
time, be more restricted geographically, and are easier to conduct than field experi-
ments. Hence, they are generally less expensive as well.

Compared with field experiments, laboratory experiments suffer from some main
disadvantages:

■ The artificiality of the environment may cause reactive error in that the respon-
dents react to the situation itself rather than to the independent variable.24

■ The environment may cause demand artefacts, a phenomenon in which the
respondents attempt to guess the purpose of the experiment and respond accord-
ingly. For example, while viewing the film clip, the respondents may recall
pre-treatment questions about the brand and guess that the commercial is trying
to change their attitudes towards the brand.25

■ Finally, laboratory experiments are likely to have lower external validity than field
experiments. Because a laboratory experiment is conducted in an artificial environ-
ment, the ability to generalise the results to the real world may be diminished.

It has been argued that artificiality or lack of realism in a laboratory experiment
need not lead to lower external validity. One must be aware of the aspects of the labo-
ratory experiment that differ from the situation to which generalisations are to be
made. External validity will be reduced only if these aspects interface with the inde-
pendent variables explicitly manipulated in the experiment, as is often the case in
applied marketing research. Another consideration, however, is that laboratory exper-
iments allow for more complex designs than field experiments. Hence, the researcher
can control for more factors or variables in the laboratory setting, which increases
external validity.26

The researcher must consider all these factors when deciding whether to conduct
laboratory or field experiments.27 Field experiments are less common in marketing
research than laboratory experiments, although laboratory and field experiments play
complementary roles.28
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Factor Laboratory Field

Environment Artificial Realistic

Control High Low

Reactive error High Low

Demand artefacts High Low

Internal validity High Low

External validity Low High

Time Short Long

Number of units Small Large

Ease of implementation High Low

Cost Low High

Table 11.7 Laboratory versus field experiments

Demand artefacts
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respondents attempt to guess

the purpose of the experiment
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Characteristics and limitations of experimental designs

In Chapter 3, we discussed three types of research designs: exploratory, descriptive

and causal. Of these, it may be argued that causal designs are the most appropriate for

inferring and measuring cause-and-effect relationships (though not the only way – as

may be argued by the adherents to grounded research approaches, introduced in

Chapter 6). Although descriptive survey data are often used to provide evidence of

‘causal’ relationships, these studies do not meet all the conditions required for causal-

ity. For example, it is difficult in descriptive studies to establish the prior equivalence

of the respondent groups with respect to both the independent and dependent vari-

ables. On the other hand, an experiment can establish this equivalence by random

assignment of test units to groups. In descriptive research, it is also difficult to estab-

lish time order of occurrence of variables. In an experiment, however, the researcher

controls the timing of the measurements and the introduction of the treatment.

Finally, descriptive research offers little control over other possible causal factors.

We do not wish to undermine the importance of descriptive research designs in

marketing research. As mentioned in Chapter 3, descriptive research constitutes the

most popular research design in marketing research, and we do not want to imply

that it should never be used to examine causal relationships. Indeed, some authors

have suggested procedures for drawing causal inferences from descriptive (non-

experimental) data.29 Rather, our intent is to alert the reader to the limitations of

descriptive research for examining causal relationships. Likewise, we also want to

make the reader aware of the limitations of experimentation.30

Experimentation is an important research design that gives the ability to infer

causal relationships. However, it has limitations of time, cost and administration of

an experiment.

Time

Experiments can be time-consuming, particularly if the researcher is interested in

measuring the long-term effects of the treatment, such as the effectiveness of an

advertising campaign. Experiments should last long enough so that the post-treat-

ment measurements include most or all of the effects of the independent variables.

Cost

Experiments are often expensive. The requirements of experimental group, control

group and multiple measurements significantly add to the cost of research.

Administration

Experiments can be difficult to administer. It may be impossible in measuring human

activity to control for the effects of the extraneous variables, particularly in a field

environment. Field experiments often interfere with a company’s ongoing operations,

and obtaining cooperation from the retailers, wholesalers and others involved may be

difficult. Finally, competitors may deliberately contaminate the results of a field

experiment. These limitations have given rise to the use of grounded theory

approaches, especially in developing an understanding of consumer behaviour that is

impossible to encapsulate through experiments.
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Experimental design application: test marketing

Test marketing, also called market testing, is an application of a controlled experi-
ment conducted in limited but carefully selected parts of the marketplace called test

markets. It involves a replication of a planned national marketing programme in
test markets. Often, the marketing mix variables (independent variables) are varied
in test marketing and the sales (dependent variable) are monitored so that an
appropriate national marketing strategy can be identified. The two major objectives
of test marketing are (1) to determine market acceptance of the product, and (2) to
test alternative levels of marketing mix variables. Test-marketing procedures may be
classified as standard test markets, controlled and mini-market tests, and simulated
test marketing.

Standard test market

In a standard test market, test markets are selected and the product is sold through
regular distribution channels. Typically, the company’s own sales force is responsible
for distributing the product. Sales personnel stock the shelves, restock, and take
inventory at regular intervals. One or more combinations of marketing mix variables
(product, price, distribution and promotional levels) are employed.

Designing a standard test market involves deciding what criteria are to be used for
selecting test markets, how many test markets to use, and the duration of the test. Test
markets must be carefully selected. In general, the more test markets that can be used,
the better. If resources are limited, at least two test markets should be used for each
programme variation to be tested. Where external validity is important, however, at
least four test markets should be used. The criteria for selection of test markets may
be summarised as:31

1 Large enough to produce meaningful projections. They should contain at least 2%
of the potential target population.

2 Representative demographically.
3 Representative with respect to product consumption behaviour.
4 Representative with respect to media usage.
5 Representative with respect to competition.
6 Relatively isolated in terms of media and physical distribution.
7 Having normal historical development in the product class.
8 Having marketing research and auditing services available.
9 Not overtested.

The duration of the test depends on the repurchase cycle for the product, the prob-
ability of competitive response, cost considerations, the initial consumer response,
and company philosophy. The test should last long enough for repurchase activity to
be observed. This indicates the long-term impact of the product. If competitive reac-
tion to the test is anticipated, the duration should be short. The cost of the test is also
an important factor. The longer a test, the more it costs, and at some point the value
of additional information is outweighed by its costs. Recent evidence suggests that
tests of new brands should run for at least 10 months. An empirical analysis found
that the final test market share was reached in 10 months 85% of the time and in 12
months 95% of the time. Test marketing can be very beneficial to a product’s success-
ful introduction, as the following example demonstrates.
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Bass joins exclusive Czech beer club32

Bass has acquired 34% of Staropramen, a Prague brewer. It launched the Czech beer in six-

month test markets in Manchester and Liverpool in bottles, and on draft and in bottles in

London. The introduction was backed with a comprehensive promotional package designed to

encourage consumer trial and future purchase. This included sampling nights, point-of-sale

material and glassware. ■

A standard test market, such as the Bass example, constitutes a one-shot case study.
In addition to the problems associated with this design, test marketing faces two
unique problems. First, competitors often take actions such as increasing their pro-
motional efforts to contaminate the test marketing programme. When Procter &
Gamble test-marketed a hand-and-body lotion, the market leader, Cheeseborough
Ponds, started a competitive buy-one-get-one-free promotion for its flagship brand,
Vaseline Intensive Care lotion. This encouraged consumers to stock up on Vaseline
Intensive Care lotion and, as a result, the Procter & Gamble product did poorly in the
test market. Procter & Gamble still launched the line nationally. Ponds again coun-
tered with the same promotional strategy. Vaseline Intensive Care settled with a
market share of 22% while Procter & Gamble achieved but 4%.33 Another problem is
that, while a firm’s test marketing is in progress, competitors have an opportunity to
beat it to the national market34.

Sometimes it is not feasible to implement a standard test market using the com-
pany’s personnel. Instead, the company must seek help from an outside supplier, in
which case the controlled test market may be an attractive option.

Controlled test market

In a controlled test market, the entire test-marketing programme is conducted by an
outside research company. The research company guarantees distribution of the
product in retail outlets that represent a predetermined percentage of the market. It
handles warehousing and field sales operations, such as stocking shelves, selling and
stock control. The controlled test market includes both mini-market (or forced distri-
bution) tests and the smaller controlled store panels. This service is provided by a
number of research firms, including A.C. Nielsen.

Simulated test market

Also called a laboratory test or test market simulation, a simulated test market yields
mathematical estimates of market share based on initial reaction of consumers to a
new product. The procedure works as follows. Typically, respondents are intercepted
in busy locations, such as shopping centres, and pre-screened for product usage. The
selected individuals are exposed to the proposed new product concept and given an
opportunity to buy the new product in a real-life or laboratory environment. Those
who purchase the new product are interviewed about their evaluation of the product
and repeat purchase intentions. The trial and repeat-purchase estimates so generated
are combined with data on proposed promotion and distribution levels to project a
share of the market.35

Simulated test markets can be conducted in 16 weeks or fewer. The information they
generate is confidential and the competition cannot obtain it. They are also relatively
inexpensive. Simulated test markets can cost around 10% of a standard test market.

Determining a test-marketing strategy

The first decision to be made is whether or not to test market the proposed new prod-
uct, or whatever element of the marketing programme that is under consideration. As
shown in Figure 11.2, this decision must take into account the competitive environ-
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ment; the socio-cultural environment, particularly consumer preferences and past
behaviours; the need to keep the firm’s marketing efforts secret; and the overall mar-
keting strategy of the firm. If the marketing research already undertaken to develop
the new product provides compelling positive evidence, or if factors such as pre-
empting competitive moves dominate, the new product may well be introduced
nationally without test marketing. If the decision is to conduct test marketing, how-
ever, simulated test marketing may be conducted first, followed by controlled test
marketing, then standard test marketing, and, if the results are positive, national
introduction. Of course, very positive results at any stage may directly lead to national
introduction, circumventing subsequent testing.

International marketing research
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Selecting a test-

marketing strategy

In ternat ional  market ing research

If field experiments are difficult to conduct in developed Western economies, the
challenge they pose is greatly increased in the international arena. In many countries,
the marketing, economic, structural, information and technological environment is
not developed to the extent that it is in Europe and the United States. For example,
in many countries, TV stations are owned and operated by a government that may
place severe restrictions on television advertising. This makes field experiments that
manipulate advertising levels extremely difficult. Consider, for example, M &
M/Mars, which has set up massive manufacturing facilities in Russia and advertises
its sweets on television. Yet, the sales potential has not been realised. Is Mars advertis-
ing too much, too little or just enough? Although the answer could be determined by
conducting a field experiment that manipulated the level of advertising, such causal
research is not feasible given the tight control by the Russian government on televi-
sion stations. Likewise, the lack of major supermarkets in the Baltic states makes it
difficult for Procter & Gamble to conduct field experiments to determine the effect
of in-store promotions on the sales of its detergents.

In some countries in Asia, Africa and South America, a majority of the popula-
tion live in small towns and villages. Yet basic infrastructure such as roads,
transportation and warehouse facilities are lacking, making it difficult to achieve
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desired levels of distribution. Even when experiments are designed in such coun-
tries, it is difficult to control for the time order of occurrence of variables and the
absence of other possible causal factors, two of the necessary conditions for causal-
ity. Because the researcher has little control over the environment, control of
extraneous variables is particularly problematic. Furthermore, it may not be possi-
ble to address this problem by adopting the most appropriate experimental design,
as environmental constraints may make that design infeasible.

Thus, the internal and external validity of field experiments conducted overseas
is generally lower than in Europe and the United States. Although pointing to the
difficulties of conducting field experiments in other countries, we do not wish to
imply that such causal research cannot or should not be conducted. On the con-
trary, as the following example indicates, creatively designed field experiments can
result in rich findings.

What you hear is what you get36

PepsiCo’s strategy to fight arch-rival Coca-Cola in France was through increased spending

on advertisements. Part of Coca-Cola’s campaign was to use singers and celebrities such

as Rod Stewart, Tina Turner, Gloria Estefan and M.C. Hammer in their commercials as well

as publicity tours. Marketing research, however, revealed that overplaying American celebri-

ties was detrimental in the French market. Pepsi thought that this was probably a weakness

Coke had because Europeans considered Coca-Cola’s marketing effort as ‘too American’ in

Europe. Pepsi, therefore, decided to use taste as a competitive tool. The key was to high-

light the product superiority, although not directly, as comparative advertising was prohibited

in France. They came up with music as a means of communicating. How did this work?

Research showed that attitude towards the brand was influenced by attitude towards the

ad, especially in low-involvement products such as soft drinks. Sweet and melodious music

played for Pepsi could transfer good feelings from the music to the Pepsi brand. Similarly,

repugnant and undesirable music played for Coke could also transfer from the music to the

Coke brand. This mechanism is called classical conditioning. To test these hypotheses, a

two-factor experiment was designed. The two factors would be the type of music and the

brand preferred, each varied at two levels as shown. A test commercial for each experimen-

tal condition was run for a month, with each commercial being played in a different city. At

the end of the campaign, central location interviews were used to examine the effect on

the brand.

The results of a similar experiment indicated positive effects for ‘good’ music and nega-

tive effects for ‘bad’ music. Pepsi designed its advertising based on these findings.

Subsequently, retail sales in France increased, although it remained in second position,

after Coke. ■

e x a m p l e
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Eth ics  in  market ing research

As was explained in Chapter 10, it is often believed that, if respondents are aware of

the purpose of a research project, they may give biased responses. In these situa-

tions, a deliberate attempt is made by the researcher to disguise the purpose of the

research. This is often necessary with experimentation, where disguise is needed to

produce valid results. Take, for example, a project conducted to determine the effec-

tiveness of television commercials for a breakfast cereal. The respondents are

recruited and brought to a central facility. They are told that they will be watching a

television programme on nutrition and then will be asked some questions.

Interspersed in the programme is a test commercial for the breakfast cereal as well

as commercials for some other products (filler commercials). After viewing the pro-

gramme and the commercials, the respondents are given a questionnaire to

complete. The questionnaire obtains evaluations on the programme content, the

test commercial and some of the filler commercials. Note that the evaluations of the

programme content and the filler commercials are not of interest but are obtained

to reinforce the nature of the disguise. If the respondents knew that the true pur-

pose was to determine the effectiveness of the test commercial, their responses

might be biased. Disguising the purpose of the research, however, should not lead

to deception.

Although this seems like a paradox, one solution is to disclose the possible exis-

tence of deception before the start of the experiment and allow the participants the

right to redress at the conclusion of the experiment. The following four items

should be conveyed: (1) inform respondents that in an experiment of this nature a

disguise of the purpose is often required for valid results; (2) inform them of the

general nature of the experiment and what they will be asked to do; (3) make sure

they know that they can leave the experiment at any time; and (4) inform them that

the study will be fully explained after the data have been gathered and at that time

they may request that their information be withdrawn.

The procedure outlined in item (4) is called debriefing. It could be argued that

disclosure in this way would also bias results. There is evidence, however, indicating

that data collected from subjects informed of the possibility of deception and those

not informed are similar.37 Debriefing can alleviate the stress caused by the experi-

ment and make the experiment a learning experience for the respondents. However,

if not handled carefully, debriefing itself can be unsettling to subjects. In the break-

fast cereal example above, respondents may find it disheartening that they spent

their time evaluating a cereal commercial. The researcher should anticipate and

address this issue in the debriefing session.

One further ethical concern in experimentation involves using the appropriate

experimental design to control errors caused by extraneous variables. It is the

responsibility of the researcher to use the most applicable experimental design for

the problem. As the following example illustrates, determining the most appropri-

ate experimental design for the problem requires not only an initial evaluation but

also continuous monitoring.

Correcting errors early: a stitch in time saves nine38

A marketing research firm specialising in advertising research examined the effectiveness of

a television commercial for Nike athletic shoes. A one-group pre-test–post-test design was

used. Attitudes held by the respondents towards Nike athletic shoes were obtained prior to

being exposed to a sports programme on TV and several commercials, including the one for

Debriefing

After a disguised

experiment, informing test

subjects what the

experiment was about and

how the experimental

manipulations were

performed.
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Nike. Attitudes were again measured after viewing the programme and the commercials.

Initial evaluation based on a small sample found the one-group pre-test–post-test design

adopted in this study to be susceptible to demand artefacts: respondents attempt to guess

the purpose of the experiment and respond accordingly. Because time and financial con-

straints make redesigning the study difficult at best, the research continued with correction.

Continuing a research project after knowing errors were made in the early stages is not eth-

ical behaviour. Experimental design problems should be disclosed immediately to the client.

Decisions whether to redesign or accept the flaws should be made jointly. ■

In ternet  and computer  app l icat ions

The Internet can be a useful vehicle for conducting causal research. Different experi-
mental treatments can be displayed on different Websites. Respondents can then be
recruited to visit these sites and respond to a questionnaire that obtains information
on the dependent and extraneous variables. Thus, the Internet can provide a mecha-
nism for controlled experimentation, although in a laboratory type of environment.

An example of testing the effectiveness of advertisements can be used to illustrate
the use of the Internet in causal research. Different advertisements can be posted on
different Websites. Matched or randomly selected respondents can be recruited to
visit these sites, with one group visiting only one site. If any pre-treatment measures
have to be obtained, respondents can answer a questionnaire posted on the site.
Then they are exposed to a particular advertisement on that site. After viewing the
advertisement, the respondents answer additional questions providing post-treat-
ment measures. Control groups can also be implemented in a similar way. Thus, all
types of experimental designs that we have considered can be implemented in this
manner.

To complement the Internet, microcomputers and mainframe software can be
used in the design and analysis of experiments. For example, the statistical analysis
package Minitab can be used to design experiments – see www.minitab.com for
details and to download a demo. Minitab is similar in use to SPSS (www.spss.com)

or SAS (www.sas.com). Minitab includes functions and documentation specifically
for industrial-quality control work in which factorial designs are encountered. For
example, researchers investigating restaurant atmosphere might want to examine
some of the interactions of independent variables. The dependent variable in this
experiment could be the respondent’s rating of the restaurant as a setting for a
romantic meal. Three factors would be included in this 2 × 2 × 2 study. Assuming
two lighting levels (i.e. low or medium), two sound types (piped music or live
music), and two olfactory stimuli (i.e. spicy smells or sweet/confectionery smells),
the best combinations of restaurant atmospherics can be examined.

The marketing research company A. C. Nielsen are major proponents of test-
marketing designs. Visit their Website on www.acnielsen.com, click on ‘test
marketing’ and review their approaches under the headings of ‘Live/In-store New
Product Testing, ‘Live/In-Store Existing Product Testing’, and ‘Simulated Product
Testing – BASES’.



 

Summary

The scientific notion of causality implies that we can never prove that X causes Y. At
best, we can only infer that X is one of the causes of Y in that it makes the occurrence
of Y probable. Three conditions must be satisfied before causal inferences can be
made: (1) concomitant variation, which implies that X and Y must vary together in a
hypothesised way; (2) time order of occurrence of variables, which implies that X
must precede Y; and (3) elimination of other possible causal factors, which implies
that competing explanations must be ruled out. Experiments provide the most con-
vincing evidence of all three conditions. An experiment is formed when one or more
independent variables are manipulated or controlled by the researcher and their effect
on one or more dependent variables is measured.

In designing an experiment, it is important to consider internal and external valid-
ity. Internal validity refers to whether the manipulation of the independent variables
actually caused the effects on the dependent variables. External validity refers to the
generalisability of experimental results. For the experiment to be valid, the researcher
must control the threats imposed by extraneous variables, such as history, matura-
tion, testing (main and interactive testing effects), instrumentation, statistical
regression, selection bias and mortality. There are four ways of controlling extraneous
variables: randomisation, matching, statistical control and design control.

Experimental designs may be classified as pre-experimental, true experimental,
quasi-experimental and statistical designs. An experiment may be conducted in a lab-
oratory environment or under actual market conditions in a real-life setting. Only
causal designs encompassing experimentation are appropriate for inferring cause-
and-effect relationships.

Although experiments have limitations in terms of time, cost and administration,
they are becoming increasingly popular in marketing. Test marketing is an important
application of experimental design.

The internal and external validity of field experiments conducted in developing
nations is generally lower than in the developed Western economies. The level of
development in many countries is lower and the researcher lacks control over many of
the marketing variables. The ethical issues involved in conducting causal research
include disguising the purpose of the experiment. Debriefing can be used to address
some of these issues.

Questions
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1 What are the requirements for inferring a causal relationship between two variables?

2 Differentiate between internal and external validity.

3 List any five extraneous variables and give an example to show how each can reduce

internal validity.

4 Describe the various methods for controlling extraneous sources of variation.

5 What is the key characteristic that distinguishes true experimental designs from pre-

experimental designs?

6 List the steps involved in implementing the post-test-only control group design.

Describe the design symbolically.

7 What is a time series experiment? When is it used?

Questions ?????
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8 How is a multiple time series design different from a basic time series design?

9 What advantages do statistical designs have over basic designs?

10 What are the limitations of the Latin square design?

11 Compare the characteristics of laboratory and field experimentation.

12 Should descriptive research be used for investigating causal relationships? Why or

why not?

13 What is test marketing? What are the three types of test marketing?

14 What is the main difference between a standard test market and a controlled test

market?

15 Describe how simulated test marketing works.
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